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Summergrove Estate is the perfect exclusive use 
venue for your wedding reception, where the 
reception spaces showcase the lush hinterland 
scenery with the European charm of vineyards and 
olive groves against a backdrop of spectacular ocean 
views. 

Reception options include the full climate controlled 
luxe all-white barn styled with festoon lighting, 
towering barn doors and feature timber beams.

Reception

Catering up to 130 guests for a seated or cocktail 
style reception and inspired by an American 
equestrian centre the barn exhibits exposed beams 
and feature barn doors.

The barn’s large indoor dining dance floor area 
opens out onto a 26 metre long verandah boasting 
beautiful views across the hinterland to the ocean. 
The barn features a beauty room for your wedding 
day preparations and a seasonal air-conditioning 
system to ensure you and your guests are 
comfortable throughout all seasons. 

The Barn
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Forever Kombis



Join us to celebrate

Bailey 
&Rose

NOVEMBER 30FROM 2PM - 11PMPLEASE RSVP BY SEPTEMBER 14
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text ever since the 1500s.

YOUR INVITED TO

THE WEDDING OF

Ben and 
Lucy

SEPTEMBER 21

FROM 2PM - 11PM

PLEASE RSVP BY JULY 14

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting 

industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text 

ever since the 1500s.

YOUR INVITED TO
THE WEDDING OF

Jack and 
May

NOVEMBER 14
FROM NOON TILL MIDNIGHT
PLEASE RSVP BY OCTOBER 14

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting 
industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy 
text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 
of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has 
survived not only � ve centuries, but also the leap into electronic 
typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. 










